
 

Once there was a mountain whose peak was so high that it might have 

been the tallest mountain in the world. It was so tall that the clouds were 

its only company. But how the mountain enjoyed playing with its big 

billowing friends! And the clouds, too, were happy to gather around the 

mountain’s snowy peak. Sometimes they would laugh so heartily that 

they would cry, raining tears on the earth below. 

 



 

Then one hot summer the mountain found itself alone for many days. Not 

a single cloud could be seen in the sky, and the mountain felt very sad, 

missing its blustering friends. 

“Why don’t the clouds run and play in your big bright blueness 

anymore?” it asked the wide sky. 



 

  Now the mountain became very sad indeed and started to cry. Huge 

tears ran down its face, and soon streams and rivers were flowing from 

its snowy peak. Then something wonderful happened. The dried, cracked 

soil in the plain far below began to drink up the mountain’s tears. Before 

long, the plain was covered in fresh green growth. 

They have all gone to the kingdom of winter, very far from  

here  They will not return until the end of summer!! 

But I miss them so much! Maybe I should go to the 

winter kingdom as well and visit my friends. 

You are a mountain!! Mountains are heavy  

and cannot fly as the clouds can! 
You must remain in the same place.! 



 



 

The grateful plain called up to the mountain. 

Kind mountain!” it said, “Thank you for 

saving me from a terrible fate! Your pure water has healed  

all my wounds. Look at how it has helped me! 



  The mountain was so surprised that it stopped crying. Until then nobody 

had ever spoken to the mountain from below. It looked down and gasped 

when it saw the flourishing green meadow, shining and fresh. To see its 

beauty made the mountain content. How happy it was to have found a 

new friend in the meadow. 
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